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Abstract. We present a time-resolved photographic analysis of the pulse-to-pulse interaction. In particular, we studied the influence of the cavitation bubble induced by a fs-pulse on the optical focusing of the consecutive pulse and its cavitation bubble dynamics in dependence on temporal pulse separation in water. As a first result, by decreasing the temporal separation of laser pulses, there is a diminishment of the laser-induced optical breakdown (LIOB) efficiency in terms of energy conversion, caused by disturbed focusing into persisting gas bubbles at the focal volume. A LIOB at the focal spot is finally suppressed by impinging the expanding or collapsing cavitation bubble of the preceding pulse. These results could be additionally confirmed in porcine gelatin solution with various concentrations. Hence, the interaction between the laser and transparent ophthalmic tissue may be accompanied by a raised central laser energy transmission, which could be observed in case of a temporal pulse overlap. In conclusion, our experimental results are of particular importance for the optimization of the prospective ophthalmic surgical process with future generation fs-lasers. © The Authors. Published by SPIE under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License. Distribution or reproduction of this work in whole or in part requires full attribution of the original publication, including its DOI. [DOI: 10.1117/1.JBO.19.4.048001]
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1 Introduction

The photodisruption as a nonlinear effect of laser-tissue interaction is used in various therapeutic applications of ophthalmic laser surgery. By tightly focusing an ultrashort laser pulse into the transparent tissue, it is possible to manipulate the medium beyond its surface in an arbitrary three-dimensional pattern. Nowadays, there are diverse clinically well-established applications, such as the fs-LASIK (laser in situ keratomileusis)1−5 and keratoplasty,6 and other intracorneal applications7 as well as the assistance for cataract surgery.8 Additionally, fs-laser systems for the reversal of presbyopia9 are under investigation. In the beginning, clinical fs-laser systems with relatively high pulse energy (>1 mJ) and comparably low-repetition rate (kHz regime) were used in these procedures.10 A steady decrease in the pulse energies of clinical laser systems,10,11 along with achievable higher repetition rates, has especially resulted in a significant enhancement in accuracy while simultaneously retaining treatment duration. Therefore, the pulse overlap and interaction between the effects of consecutive laser pulses, and especially the associated cavitation bubbles generated due to the laser-induced optical breakdown (LIOB), have become very important in medical laser applications.

The interaction between a single ultrashort laser pulse and biological tissue has been studied extensively and can be found explicitly described in other publications, for example in Refs. 12−20. Briefly, the photodisruption process can be described as follows: by tightly focusing an ultrashort laser pulse into an aqueous medium like biological tissue, nonlinear absorption processes, such as multiphoton, tunnel, and cascade ionization, are initiated within the focal volume due to the very high intensities.12,16,21 These lead to the generation of dense free-electron plasma scaling with the amount of energy deposited. If the critical electron density, on the order of \(\rho_{cr} = 10^{21} \text{ cm}^{-3}\), is exceeded, a LIOB will occur.12 Afterward, the energy which is deposited in the electronic system is transferred to the atomic system by recombination with parent ions and collision effects. Hence, there is a very fast increase of temperature as well as pressure which leads to a rapid plasma expansion and adiabatic cooling. The buildup of pressure results in a shock wave propagating into the surrounding medium. Its tensile stress component causes the formation of a cavitation bubble by crossing the spinodal limit at temperatures far below the critical point of water.12,22 In turn, the cavity causes the tissue around the focal volume to rupture. For pulse energies well above the breakdown threshold, the cavity might undergo a series of oscillations before ending in a small persistent gas bubble after some microseconds; amongst others, the maximum bubble radius and the bubble lifetime depend on the laser pulse energy.12,23 Therefore, this mechanism of cutting tissue via a LIOB is called photodisruption.

Using low repetition rates in the range of some tens of kHz and a temporal pulse separation of some ten microseconds combined with pulse energies close to the breakdown threshold, a laser pulse can hardly interact even with the final stage of effects generated by the previous pulse. However, with higher repetition rates, it is possible that the cavitation bubble of the preceding pulse still exists when the next one is focused nearby; even if the applied laser pulse energy is close to the breakdown threshold. Assuming a bubble oscillation time of 3 \(\mu\text{s}\) for pulse...
energies scarcely above the breakdown threshold, repetition rates of about 300 kHz and higher would result in a temporal overlap of the subsequent pulse with the previous one’s cavitation bubble. Therefore, especially the interaction of different stages of the photodisruption process with a subsequent temporally separated laser pulse becomes more and more important. This interaction between fs-laser pulses and cavitation bubbles may affect the LIOB process of the following laser pulse and hence tissue structures in the vicinity of the laser focus: refraction and defocusing of the laser beam at the oscillating cavity surface, a change of nonlinear absorption efficiency and thus conversion efficiency as well as energy transmission or light scattering at the persistent gas bubbles.

A constitutional similar study was published by Jungnickel and Vogel in 1992.23 The authors analyzed the interaction efficiency of bursts of up to three subsequent ns-pulses within physiological saline as sample medium amongst others. Plasma formation was used as breakdown criterion via detection of plasma luminescence. As a result, they could observe plasma generation due to the first laser pulse in all cases, whereas plasma formation of subsequent laser pulses was hindered due to the increased breakdown threshold inside the cavity.23

The focus of the experiments presented here lies on the characterization and understanding of the fundamental interaction of a cavitation bubble with a subsequently focused laser pulse. This is of great interest for investigation of collateral damage effects and the prospective optimization of the surgical process with high-repetition rate fs-lasers. The cavitation bubble dynamics and the interaction mechanisms were examined by time-resolved photography, which is a well-established method to investigate this effect of laser-material interaction.12,14,21,24,25 In the present study, two parameters were varied: first, the laser repetition rate and hence the temporal distance of the laser pulses, and second, the applied pulse energy. The bubble-pulse interaction features two clearly separable interaction scenarios with dependence on the investigated parameters.

The experiments presented here reflect not strictly the conditions found in a surgical laser-scanning process, where pulses are applied with the same pulse energy but spatially separated. However, the results shown here comprehend the fundamental case of focusing a subsequent laser pulse into an existing cavitation or gas bubble. This scenario is expected to be achievable with a scanning laser focus. Therefore, the results of our study are discussed especially with respect to collateral damage of surrounding tissue, e.g., the nontransparent retina, in laser surgery, and cavitation bubble overlap-mediated decrease in efficiency during tissue cutting.

2 Materials and Methods

The experimental setup is an installation for time-resolved photography of cavitation bubble dynamics. The system can be divided in two light paths: one is the path of the fs-laser beam, the other for illumination as well as imaging of the cavitation bubbles; both of them are shown schematically in Fig. 1.

2.1 Time-Resolved Photography

Time-resolved photography allows for the analysis of fast dynamic phenomena by sectioning the process in specific events. The observation of the oscillating cavitation bubbles with a lifetime of some microseconds is realized by stroboscopic illumination with a flash lamp (High-Speed Photo Systeme, Wedel, Germany) with a flash duration of 17.43 ± 0.55 ns (full width at half maximum). In the experimental setup, the illumination path is arranged perpendicular to the direction of laser focusing (see Fig. 1). The plane of the optical breakdown is illuminated homogeneously by Koehler illumination, which is also used for bright-field microscopes. The observation path consists of an immersion-free long-distance microscope objective (20x, NA = 0.28, Mitutoyo, Kawasaki, Japan), arranged perpendicularly with the laser focusing objective, and an adjusted tube lens. This configuration provides a magnified and sharp image on the charge-coupled device (CCD) chip of the camera (Lumenera, Ottawa, Canada).28

The controlling and timing are realized by a delay generator (Bergmann Messgeräte Entwicklung KG, Murnau, Germany) with a specified jitter ≤50 ns. By changing the delay of the flash lamp spark as well as the camera CCD chip opening in respect to the applied laser pulse, images at different stages during the bubble oscillation are taken. The dynamics of expanding and collapsing cavitation bubbles can be reconstructed and illustrated by lining up single frames of different bubbles at subsequent delays.28

Image analysis of the individual images was done by the open source software ImageJ. The procedure included an identification of the bubble contour and fitting of an ellipse to this contour to consider the different axial as well as radial bubble diameter. The value for the bubble radii was calculated by taking into account the system’s magnification of about 19 (equivalent object sampling size of 1 pixel = 0.34 μm, CCD chip pixel width of 6.45 μm), which was determined by traversing a needle within the Koehler-illuminated plane using a micrometer stage.

2.2 Focusing of Temporally Separated Fs-Laser Pulses and Cavitation Bubble Generation

The second light path, also shown in Fig. 1, is used for laser power adjustment, beam expansion between the laser system and the point of LIOB, and especially for realizing different scenarios of temporal pulse overlap. The following analysis of the temporal pulse-to-pulse interaction was performed with two different fs-laser systems: (1) “μJewel” by IRMA America Inc. (Ann Arbor, USA) with central wavelength λ = 1040 nm; pulse width τ = 389 fs; repetition rate f rep = 100 kHz and (2) “Cazadero” by Calmar Laser Inc. (Sunnyvale, USA) with...
central wavelength $\lambda = 1030$ nm; pulse width $\tau = 330$ fs; repetition rate $f_{\text{rep}} = 120–1000$ kHz.

For external triggered pulse picking, the laser beam is coupled into an acousto-optic modulator (AOM). The laser beam is focused into a sample medium filled cuvette by a second immersion-free high numerical aperture (NA) microscope objective (NA = 0.65, Olympus, Hamburg, Germany) after adapting the beam diameter by a lens telescope. Here, it has to be noticed that the measurements with the “$\mu$Jewel” laser system were performed with a water-immersion microscope objective of NA = 0.5; the details of this previous setup can be found in Ref. 28, 29. In more solid sample media, that means besides water, a remaining mechanical damage can be induced at the focal spot. Therefore, the cuvette is mounted on a micrometer 3-D stage, which is moved relatively to the focus after every laser pulse application and picture for time-resolved photography.

First, water is used as a model substance for the transparent tissue of the crystalline lens or the cornea. As was shown in Refs. 12, 14, 21, 24, and 25 for corneal tissue, the optical and thermodynamic features of water also determine the LIOB process and cavitation bubble occurrence in these highly hydrated tissues. Furthermore, porcine gelatin (Sigma Aldrich Chemie GmbH, Taufkirchen, Germany) of different concentration (1%, 2%, and 5%) and consistency is utilized as an aqueous sample medium for biological tissue.

### 2.3 Experimental Procedure

Basically, when examining the interaction of two temporally separated laser pulses, three different scenarios are conceivable: (1) application of the second pulse after the cavitation bubble collapse generated by the first pulse, i.e., focusing in the existing remaining gas bubbles, (2) focusing a second laser pulse into an existing cavitation bubble, and (3) application of two successive pulses to the focal spot before the rise of a cavitation bubble due to the first pulse. The latter one can only be generated and analyzed using very high-repetition rates of about 10 MHz and more. For this reason, scenario (3) will not be considered in the following.

For the repetition rate of the “$\mu$Jewel” laser system is restricted at 100 kHz, different temporal pulse overlap scenarios were realized by variation of the parameter of pulse energy. With increasing laser pulse energy, the maximum cavitation bubble radius $R_{\text{max}}$ as well as its lifetime $T_c$ increase: $R_{\text{max}} \sim T_c$ and $R_{\text{max}} \sim E_{\text{cav}}^{(1/3)}$.12 Particularly, the cavitation bubble energy $E_{\text{cav}}$ depends on the deposited laser pulse energy, while the efficiency of applied energy converted into deposited energy strongly depends on the laser pulse duration as well as wavelength.10 In order to find the particular relation between incident energy and bubble radius, the single bubble dynamics were investigated for different pulse energies at first. Using this relation, the scaling of the pulse energy could be used to control the bubble life time. This way, despite of the limited temporal pulse separation $\Delta t$ a crucial condition of the well-defined scenarios was determined. At this point, it is recommended for an optimum comparability of the following results to define a dimensionless overlap parameter, i.e., the ratio of pulse separation $\Delta t = 1/f_{\text{rep}}$ to cavitation bubble lifetime $T_c$:

$$\eta_t = \Delta t/T_c.$$ (1)

This overlap parameter will be used as a retrospective parameter for an optimum supplementary comparison of the following results and the description of the basic interaction scenarios in water, although its prospective usage in a surgical laser control would require free choice of repetition rate and pulse energy and a knowledge of LIOB threshold energy and rheology of the tissue. Corresponding to the overlap scenarios mentioned above, these comply with the overlap parameter as follows: (1) $\eta_t > 1$ and (2) $\eta_t < 1$. For the “$\mu$Jewel” laser system and hence a constant repetition rate of 100 kHz, it has been found that the scenarios (1) and (2) can be achieved when operating at laser pulse energies of 6-times (focusing the following pulse into the persistent gas bubbles) and 12-times breakdown threshold (focusing the subsequent pulse into an existing cavity), respectively. To confirm those first results of two directly succeeding laser pulses [measurement (ii)], the following measurements were also performed (each with the pulse energies mentioned above): (ii) applying two laser pulses with a double pulse interval of $\Delta t = 20$ μs, and (iii) focusing three consecutive pulses of $\Delta t = 10$ μs each separation (similar to Ref. 23). Afterwards, each sequence of cavitation bubble oscillation was analyzed by evaluating the bubble radius at a particular time. Additionally, measurement (iii) was complemented by an analysis of the transmitted pulse energy using a fast photodiode behind the laser focus. The detector measured the pulse energy content of a central part of the transmitted beam profile. Neglecting scattering effects or beam refraction, this signal was assumed to be proportional to the energy of the entire transmitted beam in all cases. Hence, the results of the transmission measurement are not absolute but relative values and in the case of absorption represent an approximation to the lower limit of the absolute transmission values.

Furthermore, similar measurements were performed with the “Cazadero” laser system. In addition to the measurements (i) to (iii) mentioned above, the repetition rate was varied from 120 to 1000 kHz to analyze its influence on the interaction within the two scenarios (1) and (2). Again, two or more laser pulses were focused at the same focal spot, which was observed via time-resolved photography, and the central laser power transmission was measured with a photodiode.

### 3 Results and Discussion

#### 3.1 Determination of the Laser-Induced Optical Breakdown Threshold and Single Cavitation Bubble Dynamics

To compare and evaluate the following measurements, the threshold above which a LIOB occurs was first determined. In the fs-regime, the most reliable criterion to determine the breakdown threshold is the detection of a cavitation bubble.12,18,30 At the breakdown threshold, the cavitation bubble radius is well below 1 μm, which is below the optical resolution of 2.32 μm (minimum separability) of the microscope. A more exact measurement of LIOB threshold would be to measure the onset of scattered light by the cavitation instead of its shadow.30,31 Because the precise determination of threshold energy was not the main scope of this study, the respective energy value was taken as breakdown threshold at which a cavitation bubble in >90% of the shadow images is detectable. Hence, the threshold measurement is an upper limit approximation of the LIOB threshold value. After estimating and deducting the energy losses within the experimental setup (by measuring the laser energy within the following course of the laser beam up to the incoming aperture of the microscope
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objective), the measured single pulse energy breakdown threshold at the laser focal spot for the described experimental setup using the “μJewel” laser system is \( E_{\text{th}} = 126 \pm 10 \text{nJ} \). The dedicated fluence at the laser focus is about 2.5 J/cm\(^2\) under consideration of a diffraction-limited spot diameter (at given experimental parameters). Although no special care was taken to minimize spherical aberrations and the NA was below the limit of NA > 0.9, which ensures the absence of nonlinear effects in beam propagation,\(^{12,17,31,32}\) the order of magnitude for the threshold is in good agreement with other findings in the literature (see overview in Ref. 31 and 14, 18, 30).

For a straight comparison with the following measurements of the temporal pulse-to-pulse interaction, the single bubble dynamics have been studied at different energies corresponding to the breakdown threshold. The results (bubble radius versus observation delay) for 6-times (\( E_{\text{pulse}} = 756 \text{nJ} \)) and 12-times (\( E_{\text{pulse}} = 1.512 \mu \text{J} \)) the threshold can be seen in Fig. 2. Here, the bubble radius over delay is shown until coming up to the gas bubble phase (with radii of about 5 μm).

It is observable that there is a small difference between the bubble radii in axial as well as radial direction. After bubble formation, it shows an axial prolate deformation; the bubble is elongated along the laser optical axis and follows the plasma shape.\(^{17}\) Afterwards, the shape changes to spherical where the energy state of the surface minimizes before getting oblate deformed due to the conservation of momentum.\(^{2}\) Here, the entire effect is comparably weak due to the high focusing NA. Furthermore, it can clearly be recognized that the maximum radial bubble radius \( R_{\text{max}} \) (about 46 μm for \( E_{\text{pulse}} = 756 \text{nJ} \)) and 66 μm for \( E_{\text{pulse}} = 1.512 \mu \text{J} \)) and the oscillation period \( T_c \) (about 8.4 μs for \( E_{\text{pulse}} = 756 \text{nJ} \)) increase as expected with increasing pulse energy (cf. Table 1). The bubble lifetimes deduced from these results correspond to a temporal interaction scenario (1) for \( E_{\text{pulse}} = 756 \text{nJ} \) temporal pulse overlap \( \eta_t = 1.19 \) with \( \Delta t = 10 \mu \text{s} \) on the one hand and scenario (2) for \( E_{\text{pulse}} = 1.512 \mu \text{J} \) temporal pulse overlap \( \eta_t = 0.81 \) with \( \Delta t = 10 \mu \text{s} \) on the other. Results of Student’s \( t \)-test were considered significantly different at \( p \leq 0.05 \), whereas only distinct interaction scenarios were treated as independent samples.

The comparison of the experimental-based maximum bubble radius \( R_{\text{max}} \) was not significantly different compared to the theoretical value \( R_{\text{max}}(T_c) \) (calculated from the measured bubble life time \( T_c \) by using the Rayleigh equation\(^{12}\)) for both analyzed laser pulse energies (\( t > 0.1133, t \)-test).

3.2 Dynamics of the Temporal Pulse-to-Pulse Interaction with Constant Repetition Rate of 100 kHz

As compared to the single bubble dynamics, a series of equal laser pulses temporally separated by \( \Delta t = 10 \mu \text{s} \) results in very different bubble dynamics. Furthermore, since differences between the outcomes of the two experimental scenarios can be found, the results are presented for each interaction scenario or rather overlap parameter \( \eta_t \).

3.2.1 Interaction scenario of focusing a subsequent laser pulse after cavitation bubble collapse (\( \eta_t > 1 \))

When focusing two laser pulses with an energy of each 756 nJ and an interval time of \( \Delta t = 10 \mu \text{s} \), the cavitation bubble induced by the first pulse has a lifetime of about 8.7 μs [cf. Fig. 3(a)]. This means that the subsequent laser pulse impinges on the persistent gas bubbles, which are located at the focal spot after the collapse of the cavity. In this case, the temporal overlap parameter is \( \eta_t = 1.15 \). The dynamics of the cavitation bubble related to the second pulse are influenced by this, as can be seen in Figs. 3(a) and 4, evidenced by large statistical variation in radius. Whereas in principle, there is a similar radius course in the temporal development as in the already collapsed cavitation bubble, the reproducibility of the event decreases and hence the variation increases significantly. However, if the two laser pulses are focused at the same place with an interval of \( \Delta t = 20 \mu \text{s} \), the temporal overlap parameter is about \( \eta_t = 2.22 \), the interaction picture changes so that for both laser pulses a LIoB and a cavitation bubble dynamic follow, which corresponds to the single-pulse dynamics [see Figs. 3(b) as well as 4]. This behavior is the same for an increased pulse energy of \( E_{\text{pulse}} = 1.512 \mu \text{J} \) and a resulting overlap parameter of \( \eta_t = 1.67 \) [see Figs. 3(d) and 6]. Finally, a measurement was performed with three consecutive pulses.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pulse energy</th>
<th>Exp. value (( R_{\text{max}} ))</th>
<th>Exp. value (( T_c ))</th>
<th>Theory value ( R_{\text{max}}(T_c) )</th>
<th>Difference (( \Delta R_{\text{max}} = R_{\text{max}} - R_{\text{max}}(T_c) ))</th>
<th>Result ( t )-test (( p )-value)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>756 nJ</td>
<td>45.71 ± 0.48 μm</td>
<td>8.4 μs</td>
<td>45.41 μm</td>
<td>0.30 μm</td>
<td>0.4408</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.512 μJ</td>
<td>66.17 ± 0.36 μm</td>
<td>12.4 μs</td>
<td>67.03 μm</td>
<td>−0.86 μm</td>
<td>0.1133</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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laser pulses [cf. Fig. 3(c)]. There is a combination of the interaction images of the previous two series of measurements: Whereas the first pulse induces an optical breakdown, the second one encounters remaining gas bubbles at its focus (overlap parameter $\eta_t = 1.09$). This again results in a strong fluctuation of the second bubble’s radius [compare to course in Fig. 3(a)]. In turn, the third laser pulse shows again an interaction dynamic that is more similar to that of a single pulse. However, it should be noted that the standard radius’ variance compared to the first oscillation cycle slightly increases.

An explanation of the different observations described above is as follows. After the cavity collapse, the persistent gas bubbles have a statistical spatial distribution with respect to the laser focus. Generally, higher energetic cavitation bubbles can perform more than one oscillation cycle. This behavior would strongly influence the overlap and hence the interaction mechanisms of the subsequent laser pulses. Here, no significant further bubble expansion could be observed [cf. gas bubble phase in Figs. 3(b) and 3(d)]. A possible reason is the bubble deformation which results in a slightly asymmetric bubble collapse and prevents another sufficient compression of the focal volume. Due to the small time delay regarding the cavitation bubble collapse, these gas bubbles have a radius of up to $15 \mu m$ (cf. Fig. 4). This leads to a decrease in the reproducibility of the process, because in principle the subsequent pulse can encounter either a gas bubble or a water volume in between. Focusing the laser pulse into a gas bubble, there is possibly scattering, reflection or refraction of a certain ratio of incoming light at the surface; so that the quality of the laser focus, the laser pulse energy within the focus and, thus, the focal laser fluence may decrease. Here, with pulse energies well above the breakdown threshold the beam waist is supposably larger than the gas bubble radius. Hence, depending on the gas bubble dimensions as well as its position, the energy conversion will be influenced by the physical effects mentioned above. If the gas bubble is small compared to the laser focus, the conversion efficiency will be decreased in a negligible way: the second cavitation bubble will be similar to the first pulses’. With increasing bubble diameter and influence, the conversion efficiency and hence the resulting cavity diameter will decrease. Due to the variation of gas bubble properties, there are all possible intermediate cases with different bubble radii and temporal behavior. These different cases occur statistically, which results in an increasing deviation of radii analyzed by time-resolved photography (see different pictures for $\Delta t = 10 \mu s$ at the same time delay at Fig. 4).

For pulse energies close to the breakdown threshold, the gas bubble diameter is in the range of the focus waist. In this case, it can be assumed additionally to the interaction mechanisms described in Sec. 3.2.2, that even the gas bubble completely

---

**Fig. 3** Bubble radius over time delay for two laser pulses with $E_{\text{pulse}} = 756$ nJ and a temporal separation of (a) $\eta_t = 1.15$ ($\Delta t = 10 \mu s$) and (b) $\eta_t = 2.22$ ($\Delta t = 20 \mu s$). (c) Bubble radius over time for three laser pulses with $E_{\text{pulse}} = 756$ nJ and a temporal separation of $\eta_t = 1.09$ ($\Delta t = 10 \mu s$) for the first two pulses. (d) Bubble radius over time delay for two laser pulses with $E_{\text{pulse}} = 1.512 \mu J$ and a temporal separation of $\eta_t = 1.67$ ($\Delta t = 20 \mu s$). The red dashed vertical lines refer to an applied laser pulse.
prevents a further LIOB. Within the vapor-filled bubble, the threshold for LIOB in the water vapor is significantly higher than in the surrounding liquid water.\cite{34,35} Hence, if the subsequent pulse mainly hits vapor, both the focus distortions and the higher threshold impair the second optical breakdown process.

Further confirmation of this hypothesis derives from the other two measurements at the same laser pulse energy [cf. scenarios in Figs. 3(b) and 3(c)]. If the subsequent laser pulse has a larger time interval (here 20 \( \mu s \)) and thus temporal overlap parameter \( \eta_t \), the probability to meet with a large diameter gas bubble of the first one at its focal point decreases for this second pulse (see gas bubble dimensions at 19.5 \( \mu s \) in Fig. 4). Therefore, another cavitation bubble of the unaffected size is formed in almost all cases; the variation of conversion efficiency decreases. In some of the picture, the small persistent gas bubbles can be observed as an unwanted side effect close to the surface of the second cavitation bubble (for example, at 10.5 \( \mu s \) for \( \Delta t = 10 \mu s \) in Fig. 4).

The application of three directly successive pulses [see Fig. 3(c)] leads to a mixed form of the previously described results. The dynamics after application of the second pulse again strongly differ from the typical course of bubble radius due to a single laser pulse. In turn, the third pulse leads to increased probability of a LIOB again, and hence, a cavitation bubble with nearly a single bubble behavior appears. The slightly increased statistical variation of the third cavitation bubble radius results from an influence of the residual bubble due to the second laser pulse [cf. scenario shown in Fig. 3(a)]. Only in rare cases, the second pulse leads to a full-size cavitation bubble like the first pulse does. If so, there is a persistent gas bubble with similar dimensions as for an unaffected single pulse bubble oscillation. Hence, the conversion efficiency of the subsequent third laser pulse is slightly decreased. However, in most of the cases, the second cavitation bubble radius is decreased and, therefore, there will be no or insignificant small persistent bubbles after the second cavity’s collapse. As for the scenario shown in Fig. 3(b), the influence on the third pulse is negligible. In conclusion, the superposition of these cases results in the observable radius course for the third pulse with an increased variance. Unfortunately, conditional probabilities between consecutive pulses cannot be displayed by the time-resolved photography method, which is based on a strict reproducibility of events.

Overall, the findings within the interaction scenario presented here are in very good agreement with the experimental results and increasing statistical variations as shown for ns-laser pulses in Ref. 23.

### 3.2.2 Interaction scenario of focusing a subsequent laser pulse into existing cavitation bubble (\( \eta_t < 1 \))

By changing the laser pulse energy to \( E_{\text{pulse}} = 1.512 \mu J \), corresponding to approximately 12 times the breakdown threshold, the other interaction scenario occurs: after a temporal pulse interval of \( \Delta t = 10 \mu s \), the subsequent pulse impinges on the cavitation bubble of the previous pulse, currently going through the collapse phase of its oscillation cycle (cf. Fig. 6). In Fig. 5(a), the radius evaluation of this interaction mechanism is depicted, here \( \eta_t = 0.82 \). Compared to the previously studied scenario, it is noticeable that the second pulse neither seems to have an influence on the running oscillation, nor effects rising from a second cavitation bubble. In fact, the images as well as the measured bubble radius over time do not show evidence of the application of a second laser pulse (see cavitation bubble after 10 \( \mu s \) in Fig. 6).

Again, three directly successive laser pulses were focused at a distance of 10 \( \mu s \) (\( \eta_t = 0.83 \)) at the same position [see
Fig. 5(b). In turn, the result corresponds to a superposition of the two preceding results. It reveals the same interaction picture as the previous measurement, which means that the first and third laser pulses result in a LIOB and cavitation bubble dynamics similar to that of a single laser pulse. However, the second pulse, which is focused into the existing cavity, has no detectable effect on the medium. A laser power measurement behind the cuvette performed in this scenario reveals an increased central transmission for this second of the three pulses [see Fig. 5(c)]. In the associated graph, the signal of the photodiode is depicted for 24 measurements. Due to the exact signal interval of $\Delta t = 10 \mu s$ an unambiguous assignment to the laser pulses was possible. Here, the signal is shown in arbitrary units and normalized to the mean value of the first pulse's transmission. It reveals that the mean value (horizontal blue dashed line) of the second pulse has a central transmission up to twice as large as those of pulses resulting in a LIOB [see Pulses 1 and 3 in Fig. 5(c)].

The observations can be explained as follows: due to the refractive index change at the cavity surface, a minimal focus shift (whose magnitude depends intricately on parameters such as bubble deformation, phase of the oscillation cycle, focusing NA, etc.) along the laser optical axis is conceivable. Nevertheless, if the focus is still located within the cavity, it encounters this cavitation bubble filled with low-density water vapor. Water vapor, unlike liquid water, can no longer be assumed to be an amorphous semiconductor, so that the ionization energy increases dramatically. The increase in the threshold energy required for LIOB inside a cavitation bubble is appreciated to up to six orders of magnitude due to the gas phase inside. Therefore, the laser pulse energy is not sufficient to induce another optical breakdown; it should be noted that the occurrence of nonlinear absorption effects still cannot be excluded. The determined ratio of about 2 between the transmission signal measured for the second and first pulses can be compared to the transmission values in case of a LIOB in the literature. The transmission of a 300 fs-laser pulse with a wavelength of 580 nm at 10 times the breakdown threshold equates to 54 to 61% due to an occurring optical breakdown. Hence, the transmission of the subsequent laser pulse which impinges the cavitation bubble should yield a 1.63- to 1.85-times higher value, if it has a transmission of 100%. Thus, the findings of the presented study are in good agreement with the literature.

However, it has to be mentioned that the Ref. 30 does not take into account the focusing angle as well as that the detector position differs from the one in the presented study. The mean value of the central transmission of the third pulse, being decreased compared to the first one, might be traced to a rise in scattering structures like gas bubbles in the course of the pulse sequence.
This interaction picture is further supported by the other measurements with the same pulse energy [belonging to Fig. 3(d)]. In a temporal pulse interval of 20 μs (ηt = 1.67), the first interaction process is finished upon arrival of the next laser pulse, so that the focus spot has almost completely regenerated (cf. explanation in Ref. 23). For the small residual probability of still existing gas bubbles there are small statistical fluctuations in conversion efficiency and radius as evidence. Observing the interaction of three consecutive pulses, almost no difference to the previous series of measurement can be seen. This confirms the assumption that the second laser pulse interacts with the medium in a negligible way.23 Even if there are nonlinear absorption processes at the point of focus, the transmission measurement shows that the central absorption within the focal volume is significantly lower than for the first and third pulses. Thus, a pulse is applied to the sample, whose interaction effect cannot be used mechanically.23 In fact, an increased transmission in a medical treatment of the anterior...
eye would influence the retina most. Here, mainly linear absorption of the laser energy takes place, so that an increase of transmission could lead to a thermal damage in the worst case.

3.3 Laser Transmission in Both Interaction Scenarios for Different Laser Repetition Rates

Additionally, these experiments for analyzing the two interaction scenarios using a constant laser repetition rate were supplemented by a variation of the temporal pulse separation. Here, the series of measurement was repeated with the “Cazadero” laser system and its different repetition rates for various laser pulse energies. In this way, many different values for the temporal overlap \( \eta_t \) could be achieved.

In Fig. 7, the photodiode signal is shown versus the overlap parameter for two different pulse energies corresponding to the LIOB threshold. Again, the central transmission is depicted in arbitrary units and normalized to the mean value of the first pulse’s photodiode signal. It can clearly be seen that the results show a good agreement with the former ones (cf. Sec. 3.2.2). In both interaction scenarios and for all repeat rates, the photodiode signal depends on the pulse overlap in the same way. On the one hand, a temporal pulse overlap \( \eta_t < 1 \) of subsequent laser pulses leads to a suppression of a second laser-induced optical breakdown. There is no second cavitation bubble observable in the time-resolved imaging and the laser photodiode signal behind the laser focus clearly increases. However, in this case, the quantitative comparison of the signal increase with the literature\(^{7,30} \) is hardly possible. A probable reason is the increasing influence of the focusing angle on the energy transmission for decreasing applied pulse energies.\(^{17} \) Furthermore, due to the restricted central detector positioning, no quantitative results for the increase of energy transmission of the subsequent laser pulse could be obtained. On the other hand, if the laser pulse impinges on the focal volume after collapse of the previous cavitation bubble, the photodiode signal decreases as well. While the statistical variability of the photodiode signal rises for values of \( \eta_t \approx 1 \), the signal converges to a minimum value for decreasing overlap (increasing \( \eta_t \)).

The observation of a higher statistical variability is based on the deviation of cavitation bubble collapse: at \( \eta_t = 1 \) a relatively sharp transition between the two interaction scenarios is located. Depending on whether the collapse is completed or not, the subsequent pulse impinges on the cavitation bubble or on a vapor bubble or rather water. Due to the experimental reproducibility, which is high for water as a sample medium but not 100%, the detailed effects may differ for the same laser parameters in this transition zone. The photodiode signal stagnation can be explained as follows: with the increasing overlap parameter there is an approach to the interaction of single laser pulses with the medium. The larger the time separation of two subsequent pulses or rather the overlap parameter, the larger the progression in the process of regeneration of the focal volume. This means that the probability of impinging on remaining gas bubbles decreases for the following pulse.

Furthermore, it could be shown that the oscillation of the cavitation bubble due to the first focused laser pulse is not influenced by the following second pulse at all. In the time-resolved pictures of the cavitation bubble, no interaction effect such as a deformation of the bubble surface can be observed. In addition, analyzing the bubble radius over time for a single cavitation bubble and for a cavity hit by a subsequent laser pulse at different stages of oscillation shows no changes of the cavitation bubble lifetime \( T_c \) or the maximum bubble radius \( R_{\text{max}} \). The bubble lifetime versus the applied laser pulses is shown in Fig. 8. Results of Student’s \( t \)-test were considered significantly different at \( p \leq 0.05 \), whereas only distinct interaction scenarios were treated as independent samples. The bubble oscillation time \( T_c \) of the cavitation bubble created by the first applied laser pulse was not significantly different compared to the unaffected single bubble oscillation time \( (t > 0.068, \ t\text{-test}) \). Again, this supports the assumption that the second laser pulse interacts with the medium in a negligible way. Thus, the following pulse is focused to the sample without having a stake in the mechanical cutting effect.

3.4 Interaction of Subsequent Laser Pulses in Gelatin as Sample Medium

For the sake of simplicity, water has been used as a sample medium for the first experiments. Although water is acceptable as a first sample medium for biological tissue, the rheological properties between water as a liquid and tissue as an aqueous more solid medium differ strongly. For that reason, the basic experiments of the interaction process within the two scenarios were also performed in different concentrations of porcine gelatin (1%, 2%, and 5%). While the 1% gelatin-water solution is still kind of colloidal, the 5% composition is almost an aqueous solid. To generate the two interaction scenarios introduced above, the following energy ratios compared to the breakdown threshold in water were chosen: (1) \( \eta_t > 1 \): 3.7-times and (2) \( \eta_t < 1 \): 8.4-times LIOB threshold. The energy and threshold measurements were performed in water because for this sample medium an influence due to a local damage by a previous pulse can be excluded. Furthermore, the LIOB threshold in gelatin like in polyacrylamide (PAA) as well as agar gel\(^{36-39} \) is nearly the same as in water. Here again, the energy was varied to scale the bubble lifetime and hence the temporal overlap with the subsequent laser pulse. The results of the generated cavitation bubble radius versus time can be seen in Fig. 9.

In any case, the results show that the findings for water as sample medium are completely transferable to gelatin. It is
observable that the maximum bubble radius at the same applied laser pulse energy decreases, but the dependency of the interaction mechanisms on the overlap parameter persists. In detail, for \( \eta > 1 \), there is a second cavitation bubble generation after the gas bubble phase due to the application of a further laser pulse after 10 \( \mu \text{s} \). Even if the second cavity is smaller compared to the first one, its maximum radius scales with the initial maximum bubble radius. Additionally, this value depends on the gelatin concentration: with increasing gelatin percentage and hence rigidity the maximum bubble radius and the bubble lifetime decrease; this behavior was described in other publications before.\(^{36-38}\) An exception can be observed for the 1% and 2% gelatin solution in Fig. 9(a). Here, the higher concentration results in a slightly increased maximum bubble radius \( R_{\text{max}} \) as well as life time \( T_c \). A possible reason can be found within the experimental procedure: On the one hand, the positioning of the cuvette during sample exchange is not perfectly reproducible which leads to minimal differences in the breakdown threshold. On the other hand, small inaccuracies in the gelatin concentration affect the resulting cavitation bubble. Overall, for lower pulse energies (here 3.7-times breakdown threshold in water), the variation of bubble dimensions for different gelatin solutions is expected to be much smaller than for an increasing deposited laser energy [cf. Fig. 9(b)]. While the quantitative progress of the radius with an atypical small second bubble’s oscillation radius cannot be explained here, the qualitative results match well with the measurements in water shown before.

For the second series of measurement, the subsequent laser pulse impinges the cavitation bubble to water; for the 1% and 2% gelatin, the second laser pulse is close to the collapse time of the first pulse’s cavity. For 5% gelatin, the bubble collapse appeared some microseconds before; further oscillation cycles can be observed afterwards. Overall, this means that the effective temporal overlap parameter depends on the medium at constant pulse energy. For \( \eta > 1 \) (water), no further cavitation bubble occurs as a result of the second focused laser pulse. At \( \eta \approx 1 \) (1% and 2% gelatin), there is a cavitation bubble oscillation after application of the second laser pulse but a clear distinction between this laser pulse and a second oscillation cycle of the first bubble based on the resulting bubble radius is not possible. Only for \( \eta < 1 \) and 5% gelatin, there is a significant increase of bubble radius at a delay of 10 \( \mu \text{s} \); a new cavity is created by the subsequent laser pulse.

These results in porcine gelatin show that the previous experimental results for water as a sample medium can be transferred to mechanically more rigid aqueous media like gelatin or even isotropic biological tissue like vitreous body. Due to the decrease of maximum bubble radius with increasing concentration, only the laser pulse energies have to be increased to achieve the same temporal overlap of subsequent laser pulses.

4 Conclusion and Outlook

We presented an analysis of the cavitation bubble dynamics of temporally separated fs-laser pulses using time-resolved photography. It is a systematic investigation in which the behavior of temporal pulse-to-pulse interaction was studied regarding the dissection quality of future generation ophthalmic laser systems.

In a previous publication, we could show the influence of temporal separated pulses and hence cavitation bubbles on the dissection efficiency and quality during laser surgery.\(^{39}\) Here, the temporal overlap of pulses and bubbles leads to a reduced effectiveness in terms of the used flux density for the cutting process. The energy of laser pulses impinging persistent gas bubbles due to the previous pulse (overlap parameter \( \eta > 1 \)) will be partly lost for the cutting process itself. In contrast, for applying subsequent laser pulses on still oscillating cavitation bubbles (\( \eta < 1 \)), a complete loss of the laser pulse energy for the cutting process occurs, which may contribute to a higher level of unwanted side effects in the surrounding tissue.\(^{35}\) An increased laser energy transmission would mean a linear thermal influence on the retina which might induce damage. Undoubtedly, this should be avoided by adjusting parameters in order to ensure a minimally invasive procedure and at the same time increase its efficiency. Based on these results, further experiments could additionally lead to a better understanding of the transferability between water and more anisotropic biologic tissue, such as crystalline lens or cornea.

In ophthalmic laser surgery, pulse energies close or slightly above the breakdown threshold are applied to dissect the tissue. In water, such fs-laser-induced cavities have radii in the range of up to some micrometers and lifetimes of some microseconds. This means that a repetition rate of some 100 kHz would
lead to an overlap of a following pulse with the previous cavitation bubble. Focusing into the cavitation bubble itself will be additionally avoided by scanning the laser within the tissue. Therefore, the critical laser parameters depend on the repetition rate as well as on the scanning velocity.

While the presented results have elucidated the phenomena occurring during purely temporally varying cavitation-pulse overlap, the even more relevant scenario also includes a transverse spatial separation between consecutive pulses as it is the case in the scanning surgical laser procedure. With various transversal focal distances but without temporal separation, this was presented in a former publication showing interesting phenomena, such as the build-up of jets. A thorough coverage of more complex combinations of spatial and temporal pulse-to-pulse separations is part of further experimental studies. They will be the topic of an upcoming publication where an exact comparison with the medical laser application is possible. Thus, final conclusions to the cutting process of high-repetition rate fs-laser systems will be conducted.
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